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Service Flag Changed 
The Clcmson service flag' now ha3 
6C60 names of Clemsbn men in the 
service and 334 gold stars denoting 
Clemson men killed. The old fig- 
ures were 5970 men in the service 
and 324 men killed. The totals 
here are changed for each issue. 
BUY VICFORY BONDS 
rculation 11,000 Copies 
-The Souih's Most Interesting College Newspaper— 
Wartime Edition 
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C, WEDNESDAY,    fbvember 27, 1945 
"Missing In Action" 
According to latest reports from 
"Uncle Jake" Woodward, Alum- 
ni Secretary, the records show 24 
Clemson men "missing in action," 
and no "prisoners of war." 








fakes Big Hit 
ith Sfudeni 
ance And Football Game To Be Top 
ighlighfs of Clemsons' Homecoming 
ere Friday And Saturday Nights 
Uncle Jake Woodward Promises One of 
The Biggest Homecomings Yet. Game 
May Determine Clemson's Bowl Chances. 
♦ Plans for Glerr.son's Homecoming 
Day Saturday have been completed 
according- to an announcement by 
Alumni Secretary J. (Uncle Jake) 
H. Woodward. Highlight of the 
event will' be the game Saturday 
afternoon when the TIGERS take 
on the Wake Forest Deacons at 
Memorial Stadium. Over 20,000 
people are expected to be on hand 
lor the event and Mr. Woodward 
cays a regular gct-to-gether .is 
planned. 
The mi;;,, program for returning 
graduates, former- students, and 
friends is set for the day of the 
game, Saturday. A general alum- 
ni meeting and luncheon will be 
held in the fieldhouse Saturday at 
noon. The homecomers will be 
welcomed to the campus by Clem- 
son's president, Dr. R. F. Poole, and 
several members of the Alumni 
association are expected to make 
short talks. 
Hold Reunions 
The Clemson classes of 1915 and 
1920 will hold class reunions on 
this occasion. The '20 class) ob- 
serving its 25tlr graduation, anni- 
versary, ' expects the presence of 
approximately one hundred of the 
127 living members of the class. 
The reunion of the class of '20 
will start Friday with a banquet 
and other activities. 
Friday evening the Board of 
Directors of the Alumni corpora- 
tion will meet to elect a new pre- 
sident of the Clemson Alumni As- 
sociation for the coming year. The 
office is held currently by J. Stan- 
ley Williamson, South Carolina 
(Continued on page 4) 
Lovely Central Dance Association Sponsors For Autumn Ball 
Talks To Cadets In 
Chapel and Makes A 
Tour Of The Campus 
ECRETARY OF AGXICUL- 
SE CLINTON P. ANDERSON, 
an his "working day" at Clcm- 
with a typical Southern break- 
prepared  under the supervis- 
i of Clemson's Capt. J. D. Har- 
be. He 'was then set for the 
theastern Agriculture Confer- 
; at Anderson and visit at. 
nson. 
he breakfast, which was given 
ollegc officials in honor of Sec- 
ry Anderson and other noted 
^ts, j included - tomato juice, 
rtry 'style sausage, bacon and 
<, biscuits, and grits and coffee.1 
fter breakfast the secretary 
presented with a pair of book- 
;,  a replica of the columns at 
Fort  Hill,  by  David   Watson,  su- 
rermtendent of buildings and 
inds at Clemson. In accepting 
n,   Mr.  Anderson recalled that 
be was presented with a cedar 
;t, made by Clemson students 
rig a former visit in 1933. Aft- 
i tour of the Clemson campus, 
group moved to the Clemson 
pel. Dr. Poole presided, 
mator Burnett R. Maybank, in 
. brief address, praised the college 
student body for their services 
he nation during the war. 
I i an inspiring address to the 
lent body, Secretary Anderson 
ited out that it is no longer a 
>lem to grow four blades of 
;s where one grew before. , The 
problem is to know what dis- 
tion to make of the second, 
d, and fourth blades. "In other 
ds," he said, "we have the prob- 
of distribution." 
he following distinguished dig- 
ries and visitors were present 
the visit: 
ec. of Agriculture Clinton P. 
lerson, Governor Ransome J. 
liams, Senator Olin D. John- 
i, Senator Burnett R. Maybank, 
id E. Liliental, chairman of 




he Greenwood County Clemson 
b  has been reorganized  and is 
now functioning. One of the pur- 
as of the club is to encourage 
spective students from Green- 
>d county to attend Clemson. 
'he following officers were elec- 
: Ralph Collins, Pres.; Edgar 
• ris, Vice President; Jimmie 
tvkins, Sec.-Treas. The mem- 
s of the club are Ralph Pay- 
?er, Fred Devore, Bobby Rush, 
lter Bailey, Billy Ruff, David 
ster, Harold Ballentine, Moris 
mion, Ray Pardue, Charles 
■ II, John McCombs, Dan Hicks, 
ii Willis, Bob Mcllvain, Oneal 
ripton,   John    Watkins,    Arthur 
H"llingsworth,  Ben  McDowell and 
inn Martin. 
Dr. L. D. Huff Heads 
Physics Department 
Dr. L. D. Huff was appointed 
head of the Physics Department 
on November 15. He succeeded 
Dr. J. C. Hendricks who was acting 
head of* the department until he 
requested to be relieved of his ad- 
ministrative responsibilities. Dr. 
Huff is a native of Oklahoma. He 
got his A.B. degree at the Uni- 
versity of Oklahoma in 1927 and 
his M.S. degree there in 1928. He 
received his Ph.D. degree at Cali- 
fornia Institute of Technology in 
1931 and came to Clemson in Sep- 
tember of that year. In February 
1943 he was given military leave 
from the college when he entered 
the Navy as a lieutenant. 
J. H. Pitts Wins 
Essay Contest 
Sponsored By Swift 
The winner of the Swift essay 
contest, an annual consequence, 
sponsored by Swift & Company, 
has been announced. The winning 
essay was that of J. H. Pitts III, 
a cadet sophomore. Cadet Pitts, 
in winning the contest, will be the 
beneficiary of a free trip to 
Chicago. 
Here, with representatives from 
the agricultural colleges of the 
other states, he will make a com- 
plete market study of livestock 
and meats. This study will begin 
on Sunday, December 9, will end 
abuur 3:00 P. M. on Wednesday, 
f this ; ear 
Mrs.  G.  J.   Ballenger   for  G.  . 
Ballenger,   Placing  Chairman. 
"Christ Child" 
Cantata To Be 
Given Dec. 18 
"The Christ. Child," Christmas 
Cantata, composed and the text 
arranged by C, B. Hawley, will be 
given in the College Chape' on 
Tuesday night, December 18, at 
8:00 by between 80 and 90 voices 
of Clemson's musically talented 
cadets and campus people. The 
public is invited. 
Mrs. Harold Cochran is the 
director, and Mrs. Ed Fieemand 
and R- K. Eaton piano accompa- 
nists. The program is so arranged 
that it will include a ladies' trio, a 
men's quartet, and a mixed quartet 
with  a soprano obligate 
Hugh McPherson, 
Jr<, Dies In China 
Captain Hugh D. McPherson, 
Jr., T. E. '41 '43, died on August 
14, 1945, at Poasliam, Yunnan 
Province, China, at the time of his 
death he was Plans and Training 
for the Chinese Combat Command. 
Capt. McPherson is the son of 
Mrs. Thelma D. McPherson of Dil- 
lon, S. C. He graduated from Por- 
ter Military Academy, Charleston, 
S. C, June 1941, attended R. O. 
T. C. at Clemson summer of 1941 
and received certificate of com- 
mission in the Army at that time. 
He entered Clemson in Sept. 1941 
and was called into service from 
'Clemson on Feb. 1, 1943. 
Miss Jo Fugate, Anderson Col- 
lege, for M. J. Pinson, Publicity 
Chairman. 
Mary   Thomas,  spoitsor  for   Ed- 
dis Freeman, Jr. CDA. 
Anne   Moore 
Fla., for    Bill 
CDA. 
Fort    Lauderdale, 
McElreath,    Pres. 
.Mary Lois Parker, Limestone, 
lor O. B. Riley, Decorations Chair- 
man. 
COLONEL SAYS 
Advanced R. 0. T. C. To Be Offered In 
ilrlfBI 
February For First Time Since 1943 
Dr. Poole Asks 
More Units Be 
Started Here 
The Commandant's office has 
announced that the Advanced 
R: O. T. C. course will be rein- 
stated again here at Clemson with 
the beginning of the second semes- 
ter in February'. So far, twelve 
applicants for tb" advanc«vl course; 
have met the physical and age re- 
quirements. It is hoped that the 
returning  veterans  and   those  who 
enter next fall will    increase    the 
prospects. 
Clemson has been surveyed by a 
board of officers of the Air Corps 
to determine the possibility of in- 
stalling an Air Corps unit in the 
R. O. T. C. It is understood that 
they recommended approval. Dr. 
Poole has requested the installa- 
tion of Quarter Master, Engineer- 
ing, and Chemical Warfare units at 
Clemson. The anticipated enroll- 
ment for next year warrants the 
installation of these various units. 
(Continued on page 4) 
Miss Elizabeth Singleton, of 
Wintitrop, for Henry Richardson, 
Floor Chairman. 
Officers Selected 
For L S. M 
n First Meeting 
The A.S.M.E. held its first 
meeting of the year on Nov. 8, 
1945; at which the following offi 
cers ' were elected: Chairman— 
W. C. McElreath, Wadley, Ga. 
Vice-Chairman—It. F. Ridge way, 
Greenville. Sec.-Treas. — H. D. 
Richardson, Orangeburg. Honor- 
ary Chairman—Prof. B. E. Fer- 
now. 
Plans were discussed for a sec- 
ond meeting at which time a talk- 
will be made by Prof. Tingley and 
a short picture will be shown. At 
the present time there are 17 ac- 
tive members. 
Methodist Cadets to 
Go To U. of Illinois 
At a meeting last Wednesday 
evening, the Wesley Foundation 
Council elected the following Ca- 
dets as delegates to a National 
Meeting of Methodist College 
Youth at the University of Illi- 
nois at Erbana, 111. 
Cadets elected to make the trip 
are: J.' O. Murray, J. E. Wessin- 
ger, W. S. Reasonover, L. P. Tho- 
mas, T. F. Dabney, J. B. Lesley, 
and W. H. Cox. D. P. Folk and 
H. H. Goodyear were elected alter- 
nates. 
Rev. E. W. Hardin, state director 
of the Wesley Foundation, will at- 
tend also. 
BIG DANCE FIELD HOUSE 
C D A Presents Annual Autumn Ball 
Two Nights 
Then Central Dance Association 
of Clemson College will present 
Lee Castle and his 17 piece CBS 
Orchestra at Clemson's Annual 
Autumn Ball which will be given 
on November 30 and December 1 
in the large gym of the College 
Field House. 
The dance series will open Fri- 
day night with a formal ball last- 
ing from nine until one. High- 
light of the night's ctivity will be 
a special ceremony honoring spon- 
sors for ten of Clemson's football 
players 
The   Saturda1   night   dance    - ill 
Football Players Have Sponsors 
ful toours a band ever had. He 
be informal and will last from 
eight until twelve. This dance 
will be held also in the large gym 
of the  College  Field House. 
Price of admission for the two 
dances will be $2.50 per dance. 
CDA President McElreath stated 
ted that dates will-be allowed to 
wear corsages on the dance floor 
for both dances. Dates will be 
quartered in the Physics Building'at the time Shaw was called into 
Annex and in private homes on "the i the Navy. Castle took over Shaw's 
campus : band,   which  remained  intact,  and 
Frida1     if en i       • '       i   fed :|" on one of the most, success- 
5:45, Lee Castle and his 17 piece 
band will give a free concert in 
the College Chapel. He is known 
as Mr. Trumpet and his Orchestra. 
Lee, who is one of America's out- 
standing trumpeters has been fea- 
tured in attractions with such out- 
standing bands as Glen Miller, 
Tommy Dorsey, and Artie Shaw. 
Lee was featured with Artie Shaw 
Good Music 
features  Tony   Dexter   and   Caro- 
lyn Norman. 
CDA President W. C. McEl- 
reath extends an invitation to all 
Clemson for the Annual Home- 
coming to attend both dances. He 
says to come out and relive part of 
your college days again. Members 
of the CDA include: W. C. McEl- 
reath, president; E. F. Byars, 
Business Manager; G. J. Ballen- 
ger, Placing; M. J. Pinson, Pub- 
licity; O. B. Riley, Decorator; and 
H.  D.   Richardson,  Floor  Commit- 
Dr. Johnson Is 
Yisilinn Prof. To 
Services To Be In College Chapel; 
College Invites Parents To Attend 
All Students Will Attend In Mass 
Names Of All Clemson Men Who Have Been Killed 
Will Be Read As Part Of Fourth Service Here. 
Local Ministers And Dr. Poole Will Take Part. 
Memorial services for Clemson. 
graduates and former students 
who have lost their lives in Amer- 
ica's cervices in Woild War II will 
be held in the college chapel on 
December  7. 
A total of 335 former Clemloa 
students are known to have died 
in their country's services. S'.ne? 
memorial exercises were held a 
year ago, approximately 165 
names have been added to the roll 
of honor. 
The program f' r the s9rvics3. 
■Aill be as follows: 
National Anthem 
Hymn, "Praise of Our FatVists" 
Occasion 
Scripture, Psalm 2fj 
Prayer 
Roll of Honor 
Hymn,   "Onward  Christian   Sol- 
diers" 
Prayer and Benediction 
Taps. 
(Continued  on  page  4) 
Is Key Figure 
In Bureau of 
Agri. Economics 
Dr. She man E. Johnvon, head 
of the division of'Farm Manage- 
ment and Cost Bureau of Agricul- 
tural Economics, Washington, 
D. C, is spending a month from 
Nov. 15 through Dec. 14 at Clem- 
son as a "visiting professor" in 
the Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rur?! Sociology. 
Dr. Johnson fills a gap in the ab- 
sence of Dr. W. T. Ferrier, who is 
teaching in the American Univer- 
sity at Scrivenham, England. 
Dr. Johnson is a nationplly 
known economist and is familiar 
with agiicultiiral problems in many 
areas ;'p!f the United States, and 
abroad. While at Clemson lie will 
meet the class in agricultural 
economics studying "Government 
Policies Affecting Agriculture." 
He will be available also to meet 
representatives and groups of 
Clemson Experiment Station, the 
Clemson Extension Service, and 
students. 
Dr. Johnson is the first of sev- 
eral visiting professors to come to 
Clemson. The next will be Dr. 
F. A. Farrell, Professor Emeritus 
of Kansas Agricultural College and 
past president of the Association 
of Land Grant Colleges and Uni- 
versities. 
Miliza Korjus To 
Sing On Dec 10th 
Miliza Korjus, coloratura so- 
prano, will open the Clemson Col- 
lege Concert Series program for 
1945-46 in the Clemson College 
Field House Monday evening, De- 
cember 10 at 8 p. m. 
The program will include solo 
selections by Miss Korjus, solo with 
Flute obligato by Miss Korjus and 
Flutest Henry Bove, outstanding 
flutest, and piano selections by 
Glauco D'Attili, who will accom- 
pany Miss Korjus. 
Tickets for the performance of 
Miss Korjus and future Concert 
Series Artists may be obtained 
from the President's Office, Clem- 
son College, Clemson, S. C. 
Re-organization Of 
The Clemson Dairy 
Club Is Definite 
The Clemson College Dairy Club 
is now in the process of re-organ- 
ization. Under the stress and 
strain of the war years, it was dis- 
banded. The club was first organ- 
ized in 1922 by Mr. B. E. "Big 
Ben" Goodale, professor of dairy- 
ing. The reorganization of this 
club is encouraging in the com- 
mon hope that all the other pre- 
war clubs will be restored t ac- 
tivitv 
6J§ Dairy Lab. 
Is Added As Dep 
Hen 
Upon the completion of a 36,000 
dollar building, which will house 
an artificial insemination labora- 
tory, the Clemson College Dairy 
Department will continue its arti- 
ficial breeding, which has been 
carried on for several years. The 
building will be located east of 
the dairy building at the site of 
the old hog farm. Three bull 
barns will also be constructed with 
the laboratory. 
Th:s process of artificial breed- 
ing is being used one hundred per 
cent. The semen is shipped to 
several breeding establishments. 
As soon as possible new bulls will 
be purchased, and this project will 
be greatly increased. It is hoped 
that in future^ work breeders will 
be instructed on msemenation 
work. 
"I don't want to give you mental 
indigestion, now." 
—Major  Martin 
s|; *        sis 
"Curved  lines are   more   attrac- 
tive  than straight lines.". ,. 
-—Doctor Daniel 
"War  is  not child's play." 
—Prof. Holmes 
sfs sSs * 
"There's nothing up my sleeve." 
—Prof. Curtis 
if * if. 
"That's   life!" 
—Prof. Stanley 
sis       *       * 
"A word to the wise should bs 
sufficient." 
—Doc Ward 
"People    who   live   in   one^story 
houses  should not    hang    up    too 
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MEMORIAL SERVICE 
Again we approach the December 7 Memorial Service for 
Clemson's heroic men who gave their lives for the liberty we 
now enjoy. Let us not forget that a few years ago they were 
living young, keen, vigorous lives among us with no thought 
of dying. That before they had done more than taste the 
first sip of life it was over. 
It is a heart-warming fact that the living among Clemson 
men come back to visit their Alma Mater at every opportu- 
nity. The least the rest of us can do is keep alive the mem- 
ory of those whose voices and foodsteps have been silenced 
by the horrible monsters of war. 
Only in spirit can they haunt these scenes they loved so 
dearly. If we are not too inhibited to tune our ears to their 
presence, perhaps they may speak to us through our memo- 
ries. In that way they can walk and talk among us again at 
homecomings, in barracks, in classrooms, at work, play, wor- 
ship. In the hands of their Maker rests their immortality, 
out certainly in our own lies the precious jewel of being re- 
membered. 
Bishop of Bradford England who lost a nineteen-year-old 
son in the Royal Air Force says: "He is more alive now than 
when he was here. He is seeing more, knowing more and en- 
joying more. One can remember him in one's tirrfe of pray- 
er, and have no doubt he remembers us- So it is with me. 
So it may be with you- Death is not the end. I have always 
been certain of that-" 
To the 335 heroes who died that we may live, we humbly 
and gratefully dedicate these words of remembrance. We 
might well remind ourselves also of our responsibility for 
seeing to it that they shall not have died in vain. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO CIRCULATION STAFF 
Congratulations to the TIGER circulation staff for the 
tremendous job it has done in the past and will do in sending 
out 11,000 TIGERS each issue to Clemson students in school, 
parents of students in school now, and former students, and 
Clemson men in service. Upon the direction of Dr. R. F. 
Poole, President, TIGERS were sent to the homes of present 
and former students during the past few issues. 
To the Circulation Adviser Prof- Ben E. Goodale fell the 
tremendous responsibility of getting 6000 extra papers out. 
Under his direction, the staff plus the aid of many campus 
ladies and cadets did the job. 
We pay tribute to Prof, and Mrs- Goodale, the Com- 
mandant's office, the Registrar's office, the TIGER Circu- 
lation staff, the campus ladies, and the Cadets for efforts 
they have made to send the TlUER out 
<</ 
NOW IS THE TIME 
With the enrollment approaching Pre-War status it 
seems that the attitude personnel, and cooperative efforts 
should be doing likewise. However, there is a very notice- 
able trend in the opposite direction. Here are some of the 
noticeable things that those persons responsible for, or guil- 
ty of, should heed and strive to correct 
There are many unwritten laws among Clemson stu- 
dents. One of these pertains to the, regardless of where 
they are, Bumming lines to and from school- Any consider- 
ate person should know and abide by the old adage, "The 
early bird gets the worm." In this case meaning, the line 
forms to the rear. Before you beat in a bumming line just 
stop and repeat the Golden Rule, "Do unto others as you 
woidd have them do unto you." A "beat in" among Clemson 
men is in the same category as a "beat out." 
It is shameful the way freshmen, through their lack of in- 
terest or lack of instruction and correction, render improper 
salutes, or fail to salute when the conditions warrant it. 
Officers don't seem to appreciate their rank enough to 
uphold their dignity. Unless they demand proper respect 
they can't expect to get or deserve it. For instance: They 
don't require freshmen to knock and come to attention when 
entering their rooms or to come to attention when they en- 
ter freshmen's rooms. Very few officers have been seen cor- 
recting improper salutes, lack of military and social courtesy, 
and failure to square corners. They should remember that 
their lack of efforts in this respect is not only detrimental 
to the military bearing of the Cadet Corps but lowers their 
dignity and prestige. 
Due to the lack of uniforms many have taken undue ad- 
vantage of the situation. It is high time the officers and 
N. C. O.'s began stressing improved and correct dress. 
It is hoped that the Cadet Corps will try to enact some of 
the above suggestions for a snappier Corps of Cadets. 
—A. J. Rigby and A. J. Coleman. 
By A. R. Robinson 
First Lieutenant A. C. Bruce, 
C. E. '49, of Seneca is continuing 
his studies here at Clemson. Bruce 
served in the 362nd Fighter Gp of 
the 9th Air Force alter leaving 
Clemson in March, 11)42. He sol- 
ved in the air force 2 1-2 years, 
eight months of which lie spent in 
England and' Fiance as a P-47 
pilot. During his 3*4th mission his 
plane was shot over Germany and 
he crash landed in friendly terri- 
tory, near St. Diezier, France. He 
wears the following ribbons: Air 
Medal with a silver cluster, Purple 
Heart, ETO with four stars, and 
the Presidential Unit Citation. 
S-Sgt. Robert B. Gillard, C. E. 
'49, of Seneca, has started liis 
college life at Clemson after 
serving 3 years in the 319th 
Bomb Gp. of the 12th Air Force. 
He was overseas 28 months in 
England, Africa, Sardinia and 
Corsica. He has the Unit Cita- 
tion with one Cluster, E.T.O. 
with seven battle stars, and the 
Croix de Guerre. 
S-Sgt.  R.  B. Hand, C.E. '49, of 
Florence, S. C. is back at Clemson 
after having served 3 years in the 
37Gth Bomb Group of the 15th Air 
Force. Eleven months of that time 
was served overseas in southern 
Italy where he earned the Air 
Medal with three' clusters, Purple 
Heart, and the A.T.O. with seven 
battle stars. Hand left Clamson 
in June of  1940. 
Sgt. Max Livingston, Ag. Ed. '46 
of Salley, served in the air corps 
three years. After attending the 
Univ. of S. C, Livingston was at 
Hiekham Field, when the Japs at- 
tacked on Dec. 7, 1941. Upon be- 
ing discharged the following year, 
he entered Clemson as the first 
veteran under the G. I. program. 
He earned the Pre-Pearl Harbor 
ribbon, American Defense ribbon, 
Good Conduct Medal, and the Asia- 
tic-Pacific theater ribbon with two 
battle stars during the eighteen 
months he was on the Pacific. 
1st Lt. L. F. McMackin, T.E. 
'47 of Lancaster says it's great 
to be back at Clemsonafter ser^ • 
ving three years and seven 
months in the 94th Bomb Group 
of the 8th Air Force. McMack- 
in left Clemson in 1910. 
Rev. E. W. Hardin said that the 
sight of over one hundred Clemson 
Cadets taking the holy communion 
during the recent Methodist Con- 
ference was one of the proudest 
moments in his ministerial career. 
Rev. Hardin has received many 
letters saying that the past Up-; 
per South Carolina Methodist 
Conference held at Clemson Nov. 
7-11 was one of the most success- 
ful conferences in the history of 
South   Carolina   Methodism. 
The New Orleans Clemson Alum- 
ni Association gave the Tiger 
Platoon a large banquet during 
the visit of The TIGER PLA- 
TOON to New Orleans. The 
members had nothing but high- 
est praise for the Clemson men 
they met at Clemson which only 
proves that the Clemson spirit 
prevails all over the United 
states. Sailors and soldiers star- 
ed in amazement at the fine 
drill the platoon put on and an 
army. Major was heard to state, 
"I was an authority on close-or- 
der drill  until I saw you drill." 
S-Sgt. Milford Howard, ME '49, 
of Piedmont has entered the fresh- 
man class here at Clemson after 
serving in the 25th Inf. Div. over- 
seas for 55 months. Howard, who 
was at Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 
1941, fought in the battles of 
Guadalcanal, New Georgia, and 
Luzon. He wears the following 
ribbons: Asiatic-Pacific rjbbon with 
five battle stars, Pre-Pearl Har- 
bor Ribbon, and Combat Infantry- 
man's badge. 
H. A. Duboise, Pre-Med. '47, 
is a member of the United Stat- 
es Coast Guard and is stationed 
in Curtis Bay, Md. Duboise, in 
a letter to W. S. Reasonover, 
asked to be remembered to all 
his friends on the campus and 
especially Mr. Holtzy, Dr. J. C. 
Green, Prof. Milner, and Rev. 





COLONEL GERSON K. HEISS, ag. Chem., '16, of Clio, has been 
awarded the Distinguished Service Medal by Secretary of War Patter- 
son for invaluable service while attached to the Commodities Division of 
the War Department General Staff._ In his varied duties, Colonel Heiss 
contributed in a superior degree to the success of the nation's indus- 
trial mobilization for the war time needs. 
For services along these same lines, Colonel Heiss previously was 
awarded the Legion of Merit. 
He is the son of Mrs. Lillie W. Heiss and the late Samuel Heiss of 
Clio. 
«. 
SO say a 
CAPT. J. O. WILKINSON, JR., 
GS., '38, FORMER EDITOR THE 
TIGER: ". . . Expect to be back in 
the good old U. S. A. within th«- 
next four months holding down 
the most stimulating job I evec 
had . . member the faculty at Bi- 
arritz American University . . • • 
serving as instructor in journalism. 
Am head of the news editing de- 
partment of the School of Journal- 
ism. . . Give one lecture a week 
and hold a 5-hour lab Monday 
through Friday. . . My classroom 
set up like a newspaper office and 
I teach by sitting in the slot head- 
ing the copy desk . . Have 40 stu- 
dents . . . gives me an 8-man copy 
desk each day . . . teach them how. 
to write headlines, edit copy and do: 
layout. . . Produce a four-page 
newspaper, five days a week. . . 
Been doing this for two months. . . 
will do two more and then home.. .. 
Dr. Frank Mott, of Missouri Schoo\ 
of Journalism, heads school here. .. 
Other faculty members include: 
Max Grossman, of Boston U.; Mex 
Medlin, of Penn State; Douglas 
Miller, of Syracuse; Frank Burk- 
balter, of Baylor, and Murray 
Bloom, of Columbia. . . Will send 
copies of paper and write more de- 
tails later. . ." 
LT. HAROLD STRAWHORN, 
EE '42, OF GREENWOOD, NOW 
IN USNR, WRITING FROM FLO- 
RIDA: "... Will be happy to re- 
ceive the Tiger. . . Hope victory 
over   P.   C.   is   indicative  of  good 
football team. . . Am at Naval 
Air Station in Jacksonville. . 
After leaving" Clemson was called 
into Navy and selected to study 
radar at Bowdoin College, Bruns- 
wick, Maine, and at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. . . From 
my observation there, I judge 
Clemson to be the equal of either 
of these schools. . . I do wish 
Clemson had some of the equip- 
ment they have in their laborato- 
ries. . ." 
B. A. (TOBE). MORGAN, JR., 
EX., '24, WRITING FROM 
BRIDGEWATER, VA.: ". . . I was 
separated from the army the latter 
part of last month . . . entered 
service voluntarily three years 
ago . . . served one year in the anti- 
aircraft as a battery commander 
of a 90 mm gun outfit guarding the 
Wright Airplane plants in Patter- 
son, N. J. . . . Transferred to the 
Engineers Corps and served last 
two years as Assistant Post Engi- 
neer at the Voorheesville Holding 
and Reconsignment Point, N. Y. . . 
On being released I accepted a po- 
sition with Celanese Corporation 
and will live here for the time be- 
ing .. I was ED FREEMAN'S jazz 
drummer in the original Junga- 
leers, along with Gig Freeman, Ben 
Robertson, Beattie McIIugh, Chink 
Ricker. . . My class was '24, 
though I didn't graduate. . . Many 
thanks for the Tiger during the 
years I was in service. . ." 
Among the cadets who attended 
the Clemson-Tulane football game 
were: J. E. Yonce, J. M. Helms, 
B. B. Smith, W. G. Keller and H. C. 
Streibich. 
Speaker at last week's meeting 
of the Fellowship Club was the 
Hon. Sol Rlatt, Speakeii of the 
House of Representatives, of Barn- 
well. He was introduced by Dr. 
Poole, president of the college. 
Prof. George Nutt is chairman of 
trie program committee and Dean 
R. A. MeGinty is president. The 
following new member's were pres- 
ent as new members of the club: 
C. B. Green, J. H. Woodward, R. R. 
(Red) Ritcliie, and Rev. Harold 
Cole. 
Dr. James E .Ward of Clemson 
was elected conference lay leader 
at the Methodist Conference held 
here  three weeks ago. 
A group of Clemson men from 
Lawson General Hospital attended 
the game in Atlanta Saturday and 
sat on the sideline with the Clem- 
son players and coaches. Miss Wat- 
son, sister of David Watson, M- 
&EE '15, was Red Cross nurse in 
charge of these men. The group 
included Capt. and Mrs. "Bill" 
Cason, Lt. Col. and Mrs. Fred 
Dunlap, Capt. C. C. Jackson, Capt. 
S. K. Able, Lt. John Long, Lt. J. 
T. Huggins, Lt. Leroy McBee, and 
Lt. Norman. 
Capt. Grady Evans and Corporal 
W. C. Evans, sons of Mr. and Mrs. 
Samuel Evans of Clemson, have 
received their discharges and are 
at home. 
Back on the campus since the 
last issue of the Tiger: Enign Joe 
Brown, Ensign Louis Freeman, 
Capt. Jess Goodman, Sgt. Joe 
Goodman, Cpl. Dick Crowther, Pfc. 
Robert H. Burley. 
Frank Jervey, 




'14,    of 
a campus 
that he thinks that Hunsuck 
must have gotten scared when 
that large sailor took him up on 
his knee and offered him a drink 
while riding on the Mississippi. 
that he would like to know what 
made Crow help those girls out so 
in Mobile. 
that he (Oscar) thinks that there 
is no justice to the class cut sys- 
tem now in effect. Even Citadel 
allows some class cuts. 
that he (Oscar) wonders who 
gets the most pleasure out of Ham- 
rick's car; Hamrick or Paschall. 
that he wishes the boys of "F" 
company would cut out that Woot- 
en, Tuten, and Massey stuff. It's 
bad enough to have to look at 
those boys. 
that Coleman is mighty little to 
be talking so big about his num- 
erous amounts of women. 
that it seems that Bishop al- 
ways manages to take a squad of 
Rats down town with him every 
time P. T. rolls around. 
that he would likes to know just 
what company Stackhouse is sup- 
posed to be attached to. 
that he would like to know why 
Father Brannon is never in the 
Mess Hall to say grace. But that's 
nothing, the rest of the staff nev- 
er seems to be around except when 
they have classes. 
that now that Goodale is gone I 
will have to christen Tom Wallace 
as the "Lover." 
that Pinson seems to make a hit 
with the women to start with, but 
he always ends up with the well 
known brush off. 
that he heard that Riley is keep- 
ing an account of the corny re- 
marks made by Sease. In my opin- 
ion  Sease is all corn. 
that he wishes to know how 
Morris felt when he saw his girl 
kiss a sailor at the Anderson bus 
station. 
that if "B. T. O." (E. O.) Harris 
still thinks he was on the C. D. A. 
in 1943 he can find out differently 
from some of the old C. D. A. mem- 
Talk Of The Town 
by L. F. Theiling 
bers or some of his old classmates, 
that before Brady runs around 
felling everybody that he is such 
a big time operator he should ask 
me for my opinion and I guaran- 
tee that he wouldn't be pleased 
with what I could tell him. 
that it looks as if Ballenger's 
leaving Crow was for the good of 
Crow. Congratulations on your 
change of personality, Crow,. you 
did speak to me the other day. 
that  he   (Oscar)   was  surprised- 
to learn that the Cadet regulations 
do not apply to the Senior Coun- 
cil members    even    though    they 
don't read that way to him. 
that he (Oscar) things that'God- 
frey isn't the only officer that 
should be busted down to a pri- 
vate. 
that he thinks mat Ballenger 
should give up either his wife or 
the Cadet Corp; or at least, give 
some attention to the Cadets. 
that he gives three cheers to 
those Cadets who have been trying 
to get some of the old fraternities 
reorganized. 
that the Cheerleaders have such 
childish voices they wouldn't even 
be considered in the high school 
where he (Oscar) came from. 
that Coleman is a big fish in 
the little pond over in Anderson. 
that Johnny Ervin certainly 
keeps the brass in the Comman- 
dant^  office bright and'shiny. 
that E. H. Rhames is a perfect 
example of the childish attitude of 
the majority of the Cadet Corp. 
that now that Jeffords has swal- 
lowed ,a fifty-cent piece he is 
worth exactly fifty cents. 
that he would certainly, like to 
see that thing that has Fant jump- 
ing through the loop. 
that he thinks that Dodgen and 
Dobbins should have taken voice 
lessons before they took a pla- 
toon. 
that he (Oscar) would like to 
.see some of tjhose women that 
these Rats have been bragging 
about up at the next dance. 
Many times I have heard'people say that the old South- 
ern hospitality has been abandoned for the modern paces of 
our progressive nation but this past week-end has proved to 
me that it is just as strong and enjoyable as it ever has been. 
I made the trip to New Orleans *" 
with the Tiger    Platoon    for    the 
Clemson, with the exception of 
Texas A & M, has the largest 
R. O. T. C. infantry unit in the 
United States. 
Clemson-Tulane game and never 
have I seen so much goodness 
to a bunch of boys as was shown 
to us by the people of New Or- 
leans. You usually expect the peo- 
ple in the city of an opposing col- 
lege to ride you before a game and 
maybe to shun you if you won it, 
but these people didn't let this 
thought bother them. They invit- 
ed us to their dances, both public 
and private, they aided us in find- 
ing places of interest that we 
might be seeking, and they never 
seemed to care about giving us 
directions about the city. 
While I am speaking of courtesy, 
I would like to bring in a point 
that I have mentioned before. This 
point is the fact that Clemson men 
stick together and look out for each 
other. Three Clemson graduates 
got together after the game and 
gave the Tiger Platoon members 
and their dates a huge banquet in 
one of the biggest restaurants in 
New Orleans;1 These men also 
made it possible for us to take a 
conducted tour over the U.S.S. 
Mississippi which was in the har- 
bor during our stay in New Or- 
leans. 
If people can be courteous to 
visitors who live hundreds of miles 
away from them, why can't we be 
courteous to those who live right 
here on our campus with us ? We 
can be more courteous by speak- 
ing to people we pass on the 
street, or anywhere for that mat- 
ter; doing little things for our 
friends; by not doing things that 
will annoy people; and by doing 
anything that we know will please 
or help   someone. 
We can make our lives pleasant- 
er for ourselves and for others by 
following the simple rules of cour- 
tesy and, we can keep our South- 
ern Hospitality more than a le- 
gend to some people. 
—L. F. Theiling. 
Col. Hugh Dumas, popular in- 
structor in Military Science before 
the war, and a Jap prisoner with 
Gen. Wainwright, will be the 
speaker at a February meeting of 
the Fellowship Club. . He visited 
Clemson recently, spending the 
night with Dr. and Mrs. Pickens 
McCollum. Said he was sorry to 
miss so many of his friends on 
that short visit but hopes to see 
everybody ivvhen he returns. 
Capt. J. H. "Nig" Lever, AH, '39, 
is  expected home  soon,  according 
to his wife, Mrs. Margaret McCol- 
lum Lever. 
A record in male-to-male oscula- 
tion was perhaps established dur- 
ing the Clemson-Tech game Satur- 
day when Coach Frank Howard 
kissed "Butch" (Old 77) Butler 
twice during the game immediate- 
ly after the starr fullback had 
scored touchdowns in brilliant runs 
through a fighting but outevery- 
thinged Tech team. 
Hoke Sloan, who attended the 
Tulane-Clemson football game, re- 
ports that John Rafter Derrick, 
Pre-Med, '43, of Clayton, Ga., is 
president of the Tulane student- 
body but sat on the Clemson side 
and rooted for the Tigers. He is 
studying medicine. 
Maj. W. L. Abernathy, Ag. Eng., 
'35, formerly of the Extension De- 
partment, visited Mr. and Mrs. C. 
G. Peebles recently, on terminal 
leave from active service overseas 
in the 327th Infantry Glider Di- 
vision. He was wearing the ETO' 
Ribbon with four campaign stars 
and an oak leaf for a landing en- 
gagement, the Bronze Star with 
an Oak Leaf Cluster, the Presi- 
dent's Citation Ribbon, and the 
Combat Infantryman's medal. 
Wright Bryan, CE, '26, editor of 
the Atlanta Journal, addressed the 
Greenville Rotary Club recently 
and told them that the forces at 
home and the forces that fought 
on the battlefields should guard 
against a rift of misunderstanding 
on the part of either group. It 
was solidarity that won, he said. 
By A. B. ROBINSON 
QUESTION — What    do    you 
think  about    peace-time    compul- 
sory   military  training? 
ANSWERS— 
Johnny Erwin, 3, Darlington, 
S. C— 
I believe that compulsory mili- 
tary tiaining is necessary for the 
future strength and safety of our 
nation, provided definite precau- 
tions are taken to insure that no 
military will arise because of the 
movement. 
W. M,. Houston, E.R.C.—  y        .;. 
I' gisi a|- a i Ast^^npfesoliUin Hfr- 
tary training if it interferes with 
the education of the young men. 
I believe education should come be- 
fore military training. 
R. K. Cauthen, Rock Hill, S. C— 
I think that if a boy is attending 
R. O. T. C. school or other mili- 
tary schools he should be exempt 
from any compulsory military 
training. 
Vance Gandy, Florence, S. C.— 
I think that we should replace 
the boys that are in service now 
but I think that a peace time draft 
is unnecessary. 
G. W. Lindsteat, Hollyhill, S. C— 
I  think    that    everybody    that 
doesn't  go  to a    military    school 
should "have one year of training. 
Eugene   Wald,    Veteran,    Seneca, 
S. C— 
J. R. Holland, E. R. C— 
I believe that compulsory mili- 
tary is necessary for the protec- 
tion of America. America must be 
prepared. In all other World 
Wars America has had time to 
prepare herself for the* struggle. 
Next time, if there is a next time, 
^America will be attacked first. So 
I say that America must be pre- 
pared. Compulsory military train- 
ing is one way of keeping America 
prepared. 
C. R. Deut, St. Matthews, S. C— 
I think that there should never 
be any peace time compulsory 
military training. The sooner a 
boy can get into his vocation the 
better chance he will have to sue-, 
ceed in it. A boy can do a lot to 
make a name for himself in the 
year's time that it will take him 
to be trained. 
Mrs. Wright Bryan, Mr. and Mrs. 
A. B. Bryan, of Clemson, and 
Prof, and Mrs. John Lane attend- 
ed the luncheon and heard the talk 
w.hich was enthusiastically receiv- 
ed by the largest attendance at the 
club in many years. 
A letter from his father, Henry 
N. Nelson, requests that the Tiger 
be sent to Capt. Henry N. Nelson, 
Jr., '41, of Charleston, whose ad- 
dress is: 50th Troop Carrier Wing 
Hdqs. Squadron, APO 133, New 
York. He is stationed at Orleans, 
France, but served 31 months in 
England. He was especially eager 
for news about the football team. 
Lt. Commander R. L. Anderson, 
after approximately three years in 
the Navy, has returned with his 
family to Clemson. On terminal 
leave, he plans to resume his work 
with architectural students soon. 
His wife, Conyers Shanklin An- 
derson,, and two sons, Bobby and 




And Letters From 
Tom  Clemson v 
Editor's Note: Signed letters 
addressed to Tom Clemson will 
be run in this space. Views ex- 
pressed here are not necessarily 
the view of the Tiger. 
Dear Tom: 
Saturday night as a bus was 
loading on the highway across 
from the Methodist Church, two 
girls were struck by a hit and run 
driver. They were rushed to the 
college hospital but some apparent 
regulation or condition would not 
let the nurse admit them for treat- 
ment. Fortunately they were not 
seriously hurt and the delay caus- 
ed in taking them to Seneca did 
not aggravat their injudies. 
This incident could have been 
much worse. More people could 
have ibeen hurt and injuries in- 
creased  by    not    having    prompt 
treatment. I suggest that three 
things be done to help prevent 
similar accidents from happening 
again: (1) A protected loading 
zone for buses be established; (2) 
A traffic or warning light be in- 
stalled on the highway to discour- 
age speeders; (3) and a first aid 
station be established somewhere 
on the campus to provide emerg- 
ency care for victims of accidents. 
If these three things are done, 1 
am sure that they will help make 
Clemson a safer place in which to 
live for the cadets, community peo- 
ple and our many visitors. 
W. S. Reasonover. 
Lack of space prevented Tom 
Clemson's complete column from 
being printed. Watch for it next 
issue. 
rs 
[Tigers Bounce Back-Down 
VPI In Conference Game 
Clemson won their second Southern Conference game and 
noved into the upper brackets of the conference ratings as 
[hey rolled over Virginia Tech here on Nov- 10 by a 35-0 
fcore. The Tigers were picked over the Gobblers and to the 
fr.OOO fans who witnessed the game there was no doubt that 
[hey were masters of the game. 
Early in the first period, Clemson took advantage of a 
recovered fumble to drive over their first score. Cagle 
bounced on the pigskin only 20 yards from the VPI goal. 
3n the first play Butler bulled his way through the line, and 
parried the ball into the end zone. Cagle kicked the extra 
^oint, which turned out to be the first of his five perfect 
jlaeements for the day. 
Three   touchdowns   were   scored ♦ 
In quick succession during the sec 
Ind quarter. Davis recovered a 
fumble in midfield to set up the 
|irst. Cox went through for 10; 
pen he passed to Butz for four 
liore. Pruitt added five and Quinn 
light, moving the ball to the 22. 
Tallinn then carried the ball to the 
|ix, and drove it over two plays 
iter. 
VPI was making their only bid 
|f the day for a score when Jim 
lough upset their apple cart by in- 
tercepting a pass and racing 76 
pards for the third Tiger score. 
A short while later Reynolds 
I fumbled and the Gobblers recov- 
ered at midfield. But the Tigers 
regained the ball a short while 
later when Butler intercepted a 
pass and returned it 17 yards. 
Then on a first down, he dropped 
back and heaved a 25 yard pass 
to Freeman, who took it on the 
15 and raced over to score. 
The Tigers went scoreless during 
Ihe third quarter, but bounced 
pack to tally early in the last 
beriod. Cox, on the Clemson 38, 
Beautifully faked a quick-kick and 
[landed the ball to June Pruitt. 
■•ruitt raced around end and sped 
llown the sideline, for 62 yards and 
l.nother score. The whole VPI 
I'eam   seemed  completely baffled. 
Another scoring opportunity 
flunked out on the Va. Tech 4 just 
\is the game ended. 
The whole Tiger line,(especially 
jTenkins, Woods, and Turner, stop- 
ped everything VPI had to offer 
Ind opened holes time and again 
I'or their fleet toacks. Freeman 
and Cox were also extra good in 
Blocking and on defense. 
STATISTICS 
. Clemson 
^irst downs - - - 11 
fards rushing 
(net) 319 
J'asses attempted 11 
^asses completed 4 
fards passing - - - 53 
Total net gain 372 
-"asses intercepted 34.2 
'unting average 39.2 
fards  lost  by 
penalties 96 












The Tigers unleashed a combin- 
ation of surprise and power as 
they downed the favored Georgia 
Tech. Yellow Jackets 21-7 in At- 
lanta last Saturday before 20,000 
spectators. In defeating Tech. the 
Tigers scored their third consecu- 
tive victory ,the last two being over 
Southeastern   Conference teams. 
Tech. Coach Bobby Dodd kept his 
word and started his second team 
against Clemson, but they stayed 
in only one quarter. Clemson 
scored one touchdown against the 
second team, but the first fared no 
better against the attack and the 
Tigers scored two more against 
them. 
Cagle kicked off for Clemson to 
open the game. During the early 
moments of the game neither the 
Tigers nor the Jacket reserves 
were able to gain much ground and 
the ball changed hands frequently 
on punt exchanges. 
Finally Tech. got a break when 
Eutler in attempting to catch a 
punt let the ball slip out of his cold 
hands and they recovered on the 
Clemson 36. Tech. made a first 
down to the Clemson 24, but a play 
or so later Reynolds intercepted a 
pass and returned to the 23 where 
he slipped and fell. Butler kicked 
out of danger and Tech. was forc- 
ed to kick again, this time the 
Tigers taking the ball on their 30. 
Then they started rolling. 
Poe, on beautiful blocking by 
Woods and Cumbie, scooted a- 
"round left end for 24 yards. But- 
ler then threw a long pass to 
Freeman on the Tech. 15, but 
the ball slipped off his finger- 
tips. A five yard penalty and 
an eight yard run by Butler 
made it first down on the Tech. 
26. Poe added 5, and Butler, 
faking a pass drove to the 11. 
Reynolds bulled it to the 1 foot 
Go Tigers, Go- 
Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co. 
Anderson, S. C. 
line, and then on the next play 
drove it over for the score. Cagle 
kicked the point as the first 
quarter ended. 
That was all for the second 
team. A long bick by Davis sail- 
ed over the loan line and the ball 
was brought out to the 20. Quinn 
gained 5, and then Butler booted 
a beautiful quick kick which set 
Tech. back on their 10. Davis, a 
few plays later kicked again, and 
Cox returned to the Clemson 30. 
Cox picked up eight, and on sec- 
ond down heaved a pass to Butz on 
the. Tech. 18. Quinn got 2, but Poe 
lost 4. Then Butler faked a re- 
verse, tore around right end, bull- 
ed his way over the Tech. safety 
man, and scored standing up. 
Again Cagle converted the point. 
The half ended a short while la- 
ter after both teams had failed to 
gain much ground. 
Neither team scored during the 
third quarter, but Tech. offered, a 
serious threat. Peek picked up. 37 
yards on three runs, on the last 
being- tackled by Cumbie from be- 
hind as he was in the open. Poe 
definitely stopped the .drive by in- 
tercepting a pass on the Clemson 
8 and returning it to the 28. But- 
ler's kicking constantly kept the 
Yellow Jackets with their backs to 
the goal. The quarter ended with 
-Tech. on the move. 
On   the   first  play of  the  final 
period Holtsinger threw a pass to 
Broadnax   for  a   touchdown.     But 
the  Tigers retaliated with    a    75 
yard drive and another score. 
Tech.  kicked  off  and   on   the 
first play Quinn drove down the 
middle  for    an    additional    12. 
then Quinn got 2 more, and ran 
again  for   15   yards   to   the   25, 
where he fumbled, but Clark re- 
covered    for    Clemson.    Butler 
added 3, but Quinn lost a   yard. 
Then  Clark  on   an  end-a-round 
dshed to the 4.      Butler    drove 
over right tackle from that point 
for Clemson's final tally.    Cagle 
booted the extra point, his twen- 
tieth out of 24 attempts this sea- 
son. 
Tech.    launched    a      desperate, 
passing attack trying to score, but 
H. H. Willis 












Train Your Men to Run 
Standards Department 
Clemson, S. C. Telephone 5611 
several times the Tigers held deep 
in their territory to curb attacks. 
Chip Clark intercepted a Tech. pass 
to end their last threat as the 
game ended. 
This ws another game in which 
it is hard to name individual hero- 
es. The whole team played out- 
standing ball. Butler's magnifi- 
cent kicking kept Tech. out of 
Clemson territory time and again. 
He also led the Clemson running 
with- 77. yards. Poe' and Quinn 
were also leaders of offensive run- 
ning, while Woods and Cumbie 
turned, in some beautiful blocking. 
Chip Clark was good on offense 
and defense, as was Eddis Free- 
man, Woods, Cagle, and Turner. 
Ralph Jenkins played another in 
his series of play-detecting, hard-* 
hitting games. 
STATISTICS 
Clemson Ga, Tech. 
First downs             13 18 
Yds. running net 222 196 
Passes   attempted: 9 32 
Passes  completed     1 10 
Yards passing        28' 146 
Punt average         16 33.5 
Opp. fumbles 
received              1 0. 
Yards  penalized    20 40 
Chippey Maness Is 
Home From Wars 
Lieut. Col. Lewis Edward Maness 
is at home on leave after three 
years overseas. The former Clem- 
son college football star received 
the Silver Star medal and cluster 
for gallantry, the Bronze Star 
medal and cluster for heroism and 
the Purple Heart and cluster for 
wounds. His unit, the Second bat- 
talion of the 47th infantry, won 
three Presidential Citations. He 
wears these ribbons and those for 
American Defense and ETO thea- 
ter with eight campaign stars. 
After graduation from Clemson 
in 1941, he was commissioned and 
sent to Fort Bragg where he join- 
ed the 47th.   In October, 1942, they 
Wave Calmed To Rippl 
As Clemson Wins 47-20 
Clemson presented its sharpest offense in several years 
as they thoroughly swamped Tulane's favored Green Wave 
47-20 in the Sugar Bowl Stadium in New Orleans. From 
the first of the game with the exception of a short time early 
in the second quarter to the end the game was all Clemson. ' 
Cagje kicked off for Clemson to open the game. Tulane 
failed to gain in three downs, and on the fourth Freeman and 
Sultis blocked the kick ,and Chip Clark recovered on the Tu- 
lane eight- Three line plays by Butler and Reynolds ad- 
vanced the ball to the four, and on fourth down Poe skirted 
eorgia Tec 
left end to score, only a few min- 
utes after the game started. Cagle 
kicked the extra point. Later in 
the period the Tiger drove to the 
Greenies 13, but there the drive 
fizzled out. 
Tulane marched 47 yards to 
score early in the second period, 
and the extra point tied the game. 
In the middle of the second quar- 
ter Butler passed from the Clem- 
son 15 to Freeman for a 38 yard 
gain. Then he went back for an- 
other toss, but was dropped for a 
14 yard loss. An end around with 
Clark carrying the ball netted 6 
yards to the Clemson 45. Then the 
fireworks broke loose. Butler 
dropped back, faked a quick kick, 
handed the ball to Poe on a re- 
verse; Poe dashed around left end, 
headed for the sidelines, stiff-arm- 
ed two Greenies, cut back, dodged 
a few more tacklers, shook off an- 
other and raced for a touchdown. 
It was really a beautifully execut- 
ed play.   ' 
Clemson  struck   again  almost 
immediately.     Cox     intercepted 
■ a pass.   Butler dropped back, but 
failed to find a receiver, decided 
to run, and galloped 47 yards to 
score. 
The Tigers added another touch- 
down three minutes later. Quinn 
recovered a fumble on the Tulane 
26. Cox carried it to the 12, and 
a couple of plays later Poe scor- 
ed from the eight on a wide end 
sweep. 
To open the third quarter Clem- 
son drove 84 yards to score. Poe 
and Butler alternated to move the 
ball,to the Tulane 20. Butler and 
a penalty carried the pigskin to 
the 10. ; Clark on an end around 
scored from that point . 
Then Tulane came to life and 
scored on a 10 yard pass after a 
series of passes had moved the ball 
to that marker. 
This only aroused the Tiger's 
wrath. Earlier in the game Butler 
had once quick-kicked, once faked 
a quick-kick and given the ball to 
Poe on a reverse. This time from 
the Clemson 41, he faked a quick- 
kick, faked giving the ball to Poe 
and ended up throwing a 45 yard 
pass to Clark, wJ.io took it on the 15 
and   ran  over  the  goal without a 
H^* fA 
Billy Poe is shown as he crosses 
the goal line, climaxing a beautiful 
55 yard run. The Tiger wingback 
has scored three touchdowns this 
season, all three being against Tu- 
lane. 
single Tulane player anywhere 
near him. It's a pretty series of 
plays, and was so perfectly exe- 
cuted that it completely baffled 
the Green Wave. 
Then Tulane scored again after 
moving the ball from their 34 on 
passes. Clemson couldn't stand 
for this and had to make another 
one also. Butler returned a punt 
to the Tulane 32; big Hugh Alford 
carried the ball 19 yards in 3 
plays, and scored from the 3 inch 
line a few plays later. 
Cagle successfully kicked 5 of 
his attempted extra point place- 
ments, making the final score 
47-20. 
STATISTICS 
Clemson    Tulane 
First downs -21 19 
Net gain running 283 249 
Passes attempted      8 23 
Passes completed      3 11 
Yards gained 
passing 114 137 
Total  net  gain      397 386 
Punting   Av. 43 24 
Fumbles   recovered   1 0 
Yards  penalized      45 15 
WITH  "RED"  FRIERSON 
of   combat    the   Second   battalion 
lost 40 per cent in casualties. 
Having trained for two months 
on the edge of the Sahara Desert, 
the 47th rnarched the 105 miles to 
Oran on foot through' heat so in- 
tense that they marched only at 
night. Three of the five nights 
found the" temperature at 123 de- 
grees. They entered the Sicilian 
July,   1943f fighting campaign  in    
sailed for Africa. In the first day on the slopes of Mt. Etna with Ca 
IPiipili 
Marion "Butch" Butler intercepts a VPI pass and  returns for 20 yards.    On next play Butler heaves a 
long pass to Eddis Freeman for Clemson's fourth of their five touchdowns of the day. 
Cagle made the score 35-0 by kicking all five extra point placements. 
Other Clemson players in the picture are Cumbie   (No. 83), Woods (No. 75), and Reynolds (No. 53). 
nadian units. Colonel Maness was 
operational officer. From Thanks- 
giving of 1943 until June 1944, 
they were in England, training 
for D-Day. 
A joyful part of his home-coming- 
was seeing for the first time his 
two and a half year old son, who 
is a miniature copy of his father. 
Clemson Host To 
turday 
When Clemson plays Wake For- 
est here Saturday afternoon, the 
teams will be meeting for the 
eleventh consecutive year. In the 
ten game series Clemson has won 
six and lost four of the games. 
Judging from ' the results of 
games with mutual teams faced 
by the Tigers and Decons this sea- 
son, it should be a close and excit- 
ing game. Clemson downed N. C. 
State 13-0 and tied South Carolina 
0-0; Wake Forest edged out State 
19-18 and tied Carolina 13-13. 
Results of    past    Tiger-Deacon 
gmes are given below. 
Year Clemson Wake Forest 
1936 0 6 
1937 32 0 
1938 „ 7 0 
1939 20 7 
1940     _  . 39 0 
1941 29 0 
1942 6 19 
1943 12 41 
1944  __.      7 13 
Hey ward Mahon Co. 
GREENVILLE, S. €. 
South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys 
"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville" 
JUST IN --- 
Good RAINCOATS priced from $3.95 to $7.50 
Heavy Duty Coveralls 
Hard Wearing Pajamas 
-SEE- 
HOKE SLOAN 
"An Old Clemson Man" 
TECH GAME 
They've dood it again. This time the picked-as-underdog 
Tigers took the Georgia Tech. Yellow Jackets as their victims 
and downed them 21-7 last Saturday in Atlanta. 
Perhaps by now Tech. Coach Bobby Dodd regrets the fact 
that he didn't bother to scout Clemson, didn't have any heavy 
practices the week before the game, and started his second 
team against the Tigers. Coach Dodd has dropped Clemson 
from his 1946 schedule --rwe wonder if he thinks the Tigers 
aren't good enough for him, or if he's scared of them after 
what happened this season. Whatever it T^e, if and when 
Tech. plays Clemson again, we'll bet he'll give,the Tigers a 
little more respect and scout them, start his first team, and 
practice heavily for the game* 
As far as" pre-game predictions go, the game will be reg- 
istered as an upset for Clemson, but as far as the actual play- 
ing of the game goes, the Tigers justly won their victory by 
outplaying the touted Engineers throughout the whole game. 
HOMECOMING 
Next Saturday afternoon Clemson will meet Wake Forest 
in their final and homecoming game of the season. This 
Southern Conference tilt promises to be one of the best 
games of the season, and advance ticket sales show that per- 
haps for the first time since it was built the Clemson Memo- 
rial Stadium may be filled to capacity. 
The Tigers have shown their merit in the last three games 
and are pointing for a victory over the Deacons. The run- 
ning of Rock Brinkley, the ball combination of .Nick Sacrinty 
to his brother, and the playing of Rateree should offer them 
serious opposition. 
This will be the first post-war game for many Clemson 
men who have been in the armed services, and the classes of 
1915 and 1920 are to hold reunions on Saturday. All plan- 
ning to attend trie game should buy their tickets before Sat- 
urday if possible to insure getting good seats. 
STATISTICS 
For those of you interested in facts and figures, here 
are some that are correct up to the Tech. Game. 
Billy Poe leads the team in running, having carried the ' 
ball 46 times for 345 yards, an average of 7.5 yards per 
run; Gage has run 44 times and gained 280 yards for an- 
average of 6.36; Phillips, 30 times for 123 yards, averaging 
6.15; Pruitt, 15 times for 81 yards, averaging 5.4; Reynolds, 
54 times for 263 yards, averaging 4.87; Butler 31 times for 
137 yards, averaging 4.42; Cox, 43 times for 180 yards, aver- 
aging 4.19. 
In the passing area, Butler has tossed 31 times, com- ". 
pleted 9 for 213 yards, averaging 23J6 yards; Gage has at- 
tempted  15,  completed  8 for  166  yards,  averaging  20.7;'' 
Phillips has attempted 8, completed 2 for 37 yards, averag- ( 
ing 18.5. Cox has thrown 33, 7 successfully for 88 yards, 
averaging 12.5. 
In pass receiving Freeman has caught 7 for 156 yards; ■ 
Clark has caught 5 for 92 yards; Pruitt,   4 for   56   yards;' 
Poe 3 for 57 yards; Hough, 1 for 5 yards, Reynolds, 2 for 
90 yards; Butz, 2 for 23. 
Fifteen players, 10 backs, 2 ends, 2 tackles, and a guard 
have scored points. Quinn and Reynolds lead the scoring- 
parade with four touchdowns; Quinn on 27, 1, 5, and 1 yard 
runs, for 24 points; Reynolds on 48, 24, 1 foot, and 1 yard 
runs also has 24; Alford on 4, 1, and 3 inch runs; and Poe 
on 55, 8, and 4 yard runs are tied for second-place with 18- 
points; Cagle has 17. points, all on extra-point placements out 
of 21 attempts. Freeman, on a 45 yard run and 31 yard pass 
from Butler, Pruitt on a 14 yard pass from Phillips and a 
82 yard run; Butler ,on 20 and 47 yard runs; Clark on a 10 
yard run and a 59 yard pass from Butler. All have 12 points 
each. 
Gage has scored once on an 88 yard run; Phillips on a 
42 yard run; Patton on a 30 yard run after recovering a 
blocked kick; McKeown on an 8 yard run; Hough on a 76 
yard run. Sultis has kicked successfully 3 of 4 attempted 
placements. 
Also a safety was scored against P. C. for two points, 
making the total points scored by Clemson this year 186 to 
56 for their opponents. ., 
TULANE GAME.'' 
Clemson, picked to be beaten by Tulane by two or 
three touchdowns, forgot their position of underdogs 
and took complete control of things as they clowned Tu- 
lane 47-20. The Green Wave certainly had a strong 
undertow that sunny day in New Orleans before 18,000 
fans. 
Offensive precision,. perfectly executed downfield block-' 
ing, smart quarterbacking, hard running, and a tight de- 
fense gave the Tigers their most sensational football victory 
since the pre-war days of '41. 
The Tiger Platoon was on hand to drill during the half, 
and  thrilled the crowd with  its fancy  maneuvers.    They 
really received tremendous ovation from the crowd. Also 
it was heard said that the Platoon members did as much 
yelling and cheering as the entire Tulane student body. 
Capt. Ralph Jenkins backed up the Tiger line and turn- 
ad in his most effective performance in 3 collegiate' years. 
Billy Poe really went wild scoring 3 touchdowns, his first 
of the season. Butler made some beautiful runs. In fact 
the whole Clemson team turned in their best performance 
of the year.    Every player was outstanding. 
Poe told a Greenie end, who had tackled him three 
times where he didn't even have the ball, "You can 
tackle me when I haven't got the ball, but you can't 
catch me when I've got it." And he wasn't joking. 
VPI GAME 
The Tigers bounced back    after a    scoreless   tie    with 
Carolina and a defeat by a single point by Miami to roll over 
Virginia Tech. 35-0.    They made good five scoring oppor=-, 
tunities and Mavis "The Toe" Cagle successfully kicked all 
five extra point attempts. 
Clemson was complete master of the occasion and 
furnished the fans with many colorful plays, featuring a 
62 yard reverse by Pruitt and a 76 yard intercepted 
Pass jaunt. The five scoring punches travelled one, 20, 
76, and 62 yards. 
Dewey Quinn led the Tigers in ground gaining with 79 
yards; Pruitt turned in 72; Poe, 48; Butch Butler, 39; and 
Reynolds, 36. Clemson gained 319 yards rushing to 103 for 
VPI, and the Gobblers led in ground gained passing 72 a- 
gainst 53.   Clemson made 11 first down and VPI 7. 
Probably the most spectacular play of the game was 
the faking a quick-kick by Cox and handing it to Pruitt, who 
raced some 62 yards to score. 
BIG TIME— 
Tiger Platoon Makes Trip 
To New Orleans To Game 
Dream To Drill In The Sugar Bowl Comes 
True As Platoon Makes Long Trip To New 
Orleans.  Fans Go Wild Over Fine Drill. 
J Since the Tiger Platoon was 
first formed one of its highest am- 
bitions was to drill at Tulanc's 
Sugar Bowl Stadium in New Or- 
leans. Every year they have tried 
to materialize this ambition ' but, 
not until last week, was it accom- 
plished. 
^ Everyone was skeptical as to the 
possibilities of raising sufficient 
funds to make the trip and only 
through the diligent effoits of 
the managers, members, and many 
other interested persons, too' num- 
erous to name, they succeeded. 
Friday morning, November the 
sixteenth, at eight-fifteen o'clock, 
the anxious group embarked on 
the long journey on a chartered 
bus, and in one car. 
Twenty-three hours later they 
arrived in New Orleans—tired and 
weary but with their enthusiasm 
high. 
During their stay there, they 
were quartered at the Municipal 
Auditorium. Saturday morning 
they were free to see the town. 
The game started at two-fifteen 
and the platoon was right there to 
see the kick-off. 
Although few in number they 
tried to equal the whole Tulane 
student body with their cheers and 
they i eally had something to cheer 
about. 
The drill at the half, went off 
well and received much applause 
and   many compliments. 
At six-thirty they were honored 
by a banquet at Holmes Restau- 
rant, given toy the Clemson Alum- 
ni Association of New Orleans. It 
wa.s  quite a  mammoth  affair  and 
everyone enjoyed it. 
After the banquet, everyone 
seemed to be competing with the 
others, to see who could have the 
best time. It seems almost impos- 
sible that fifty-three men could 
cover such a large city so com- 
pletely but wherever there was 
merriment", the platoon was repre- 
sented. 
The steamer "President" seemed 
to be the most popular point of in- 
terest with its romantic atmos- 
phere, created by its moonlight 
cruise on the Mississippi, its dim- 
med out dance floor and its beauti- 
ful and extremely friendly women. 
Sunday morning, the platoon 
was invited aboard the battleship 
U.S.S. Mississippi for a very edu- 
cational tour of its decks. It was 
a thrilling experience for everyone. 
• Then with this memorable week- 
end behind them, they reluctantly 
departed; from. New Orleans, its 
beautiful and historical sights, its 
friendly atmosphere, and its love- 
ly women. 
Although the. strenuous trip 
home was highlighted with much 
half-hearted men iment and much 
beautiful scenery, the boys were 
not quite so eager to reach their 
destination as they had been two 
days before, but a cheer went up 
when the college tower was 
sighted. 
The Tiger Platoon wishes to 
thank everyone who s contributed 
in any way toward making this 
ti ip possible. It made all of the 
platoon proud to realize that then- 
past efforts had not gone unnot- 
iced and unappreciated. 
* , 
The Cadets Meet And Eat At 
THE TIGER'S DEN 
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD 
Owner 
!   SOFT DRINKS HOT DOGS 
On The Corner 
Lecture Series 
Presents Yerra 
The second program of the 
Clemson Lecture Series will be 
held in the college chapel on De- 
cember 4th at 8 o'clock in the 
evening when T. R. Yerra will lec- 
ture. Mr. Yerra has held positions 
as head of the New York Times, 
London and Berlin bureaus, Col- 
lier's European correspondent, and 
traveling Latin American corre- 
spondent for the New York Times. 
Other programs of the series in- 
clude Kumar Goshal, well known 
authority on problems of both the 
Eastern and Western world who 
will appear in January, Intern- 
ational reporter H. R. Knicker- 
bocker and universally known mo- 
nologuist Dorothy Crawford, both 
of whom will appear in the early 
spring." 
Faculty News 
By J. M. Perry 
On Sale At Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES  AND 
COOKIES 
A. W. COX 
Easley, South Carolina 
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and 
Capital City Potato Chips 
JS. 
Stone Brothers 
Civilian And Military Clothiers 
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students 
108 N. Main St. Greenville, S. C. 
Dean Brown, accompanied by 
Professors McKenna and Camp- 
bell of the Textile Department, re- 
cently made a trip to the Cocker 
Machine and Foundry Co. in Gas- 
tonia, N. C, in view of purchasing 
a rayon slasher for use in textile 
laboratories in the Textile Build- 
ing. During this trip these meh 
also visited the Dunean Mills in 
Greenville and the Pendleton Mills 
at La France. 
On Friday, Nov. 23, Dean Brown, 
accompanied by Professors Mc- 
Kenna, Campbell and Lindsay, 
visited the textile school at Geor- 
gia Tech to confer with Dean H. A. 
Dickert about work in the prepara- 
tion of rayon. 
Mr. J. V. Walters has obtain-" 
ed a discharge from the service, 
and has l eturned to the Textile 
Department to resume his duties 
as professor of weaving and de- 
signing. 
Mr. S. M. Watson, who is profes- 
sor of mechanical engineering, has 
returned to the engineering de- 
partment to resume his work.' He 
has been in essential industry in 
Louisville, Ky. ■ 
Professor J. H. Sams, who has 
been in the army for the past five 
years, will return to the depart- 
ment of mechanical engineering 
by Jan. 15, 1945. 
Lt. Commander M. C. Bell will 
rejoin the faculty of the math de- 
partment by February 1. 
Professor Joe Gilbert, who has 
been away for some time, will re- 
turn to the teaching staff of the 
math department by February 1. 
Dr. Rupert Taylor and. Professor 
C. B. Green attended a meeting of 
the South Atlantic Modern Lan- 
guage association last week. Dr. 
Taylor is acting chairman of the 
English Group of this association. 
Dr. Sherman Johnson has ar- 
rived on the campus from Wash- 
ington, D." C, as a visiting profes- 
sor in Agricultural Economics. Dr. 
Johnson is a native of Minnesota, 
and has taught in Montana and 
South Dakota. For the past ten 
years he has been in Washington 
with the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics. 
Lt. Commander R. L. Anderson 
has returned to the campus after 
serving some time in the Navy. 
Lt. Commander Anderson was a 
professor in the Department of 
Architecture before leaving the 
campus and will resume his duties 
soon. 
S. F. Phillips Jr., who graduat- 
ed from Clemson in 1942, has re- 
turned to the campus for work in 
economic opportunities. He has 
been assigned to Sumter County. 
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson and other leaders who were present for the secretary's 
visit to Clemson had the enjoyable experience of eating frozen peaches during their visit here. The 
peaches were grown in Clemson orchards, and processed by the horticultural  division here.    Shown, left 
to right, are: Dr. R. F. Poole, Clemson president; Seci. 
is now governor of the Farm Credit Administration; 
dent, and Olin D. Johnson, South Carolina Senator. 
Anderson; Iva W. Duggan, a Clemson alumnus who 
Wilton E. Hall, publisher of the Anderson Iridepen- 
—Anderson Independent Photo 
November 27, 194? 
Prof. Holmes Authority 
On Clemson—Calhoun 
Alester Garden Holmes, head of the Clemson Department 
of History, and a South Carolina authority on Tho- 
mas G. Clemson and John C. Calhoun, was bornxm the cam- 
pus of Limestone College, at Gaffney. He graduated from 
The Citadel in 1897, where he was a classmate of his cousin, 
"Major" S. M. Martin, Clemson's Professor of Mathematics. 
At the Citadel Mr. Holmes was 
iecfrical Sluden 
Reorganize AIEE 
The student branch of the Amer- 
ican Institute of Electrical Engin- 
eers (A.I.E.E.) at Clemson'met on 
Thursday, Nov. 15, for the purpose 
of reorganization. 
Jim Antonakos of Anderson was 
elected chairman of the Clemson 
branch, and L. P. Thomas was 
elected secretary-treasurer. Prof. 
F. T. Tinglcy, counselor of the or- 
ganization, presided until the offi- 
cers were elected. 
Course On Freezer 
.ocKers is ne 
The first two-day short course 
for owners, operators, and pros- 
pective managers of freezer lock- 
er plants in the state was held at 
Clemson Monday and Tuesday. 
The attendance included represen- 
tatives from practically all pres- 
ent and prospective plants in 
South Carolina. 
The engineering phase of plant 
design and operation was covered, 
as well as the actual preparation 
of fruits, vegetables, and meats, 
so as to obtain the best frozen pro- 
ducts  possible. 
Dr. R. F. Poole, who opened the 
short course, stated that the find- 
ings of the pilot plant at Clemson 
are at the service of this new in- 
dustry at all times. 
MDM Club Chooses 
Officers; Plan For 
Dance at Christmas 
The officers of the Marlboro, 
Dillon, and Marion County Club 
have been elected for the coming 
year. They are as follows: T. E. 
Wallace, President; 0. L. Wallace, 
Vice-President; B. G. Mace,. Sec- 
Treasurer. 
.A dance will be held at Dillon 
in the armory during the Christ- 
mas holidays, and a dance orches- 
tra will be provided. 
Welcome Alumni 
Visit Our SODA FOUNTAIN Today! 
•<*fc«*>W!S* 
MILKSHAKES - - SOFT   DRINKS - - ICE  CREAM - - SANDWICHES 
College   Stationery   —   Pennants — Jewelry 
The L. €. Martin Drug Co. 
P. S. McCollum, Owner 
'THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE' 
Kjmuiimiw 
prominent in literary and scholas- 
tic activities.    He was Citadel cor- 
respondent for the Charleston News 
and Courier for  three years,  and 
recalled  to  this  reporter  a  series 
of articles which he wrote for the 
News and Courier on the  subject 
of a two-weeks' march by the Cita- 
del  Corps  of  Cadets  to  Clemson. 
College and  the city of Anderson 
One of the stories, written on the 
last lap of the trip from Anderson 
to   Clemson,   was   titled,   "Fifteen 
Miles of Red Hills."    During this 
visit to Clemson, Mr. Holmes was 
especially impressed with the din- 
ner served Citadel students in the 
Clemson  mess  hall,    because,    he 
says, it was superior to meals at 
the Citadel in those days.    He re? 
calls the learned address by Clem- 
son's Colonel Thomas on "Shakes- 
peare in Arms," also.    And he re- 
members vividly that it was a very 
warm  day for June  and that the 
Citadel Cadets were very tired and 
sleepy after their trek. 
TEACHER 
Mr. Holmes taught in the pub- 
lic schools, of Bclton, Pcntdlctou, 
and Beach Island after his grad- 
uation   from   the    Citadel.     He 
spent   a   year-and-a-half   at   the 
University   of   the   South,   Scw- 
ancc, Tenn., and another year at 
North   Carolina   £>tat<e   Col'oge, 
before  coming   to  Clemson  as   In- 
structor in History in  1906.    In 
1911   Mr.   Holmes     did     further 
graduate work at the University 
of Chicago.    At Clemson, he has 
been   Instructor,   Assistant   Pro- 
fessor,  Associate Professor, and 
Professor  during   his   years     on 
the   faculty.     Incidentally,   only 
one other man has ever held the 
position of Professor of History 
at Clemson. 
In his years on the campus Mr. 
Holmes has been active in many 
curricular and extra-curricular ac- 
l)r. Robert Franklin Poole and Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. 
Anderson are shown admiring a pair of book-ends that were presented 
to Sect. Anderson by Mr. Dave Watson, Supt. of Clemson's Buildings 
and Grounds. The book-ends were made of wood taken from the Cal- 
houn Mansion. Sect. Anderson recalled that he was presented a cedar 
chest by Clemson students during his visit in 1933. 
resident 0 
peaks At Clemson 
Dr." William E. Wickenden, pre- 
sident of the American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers and the 
Case School of 'Applied Science, 
Cleveland, Ohio, spoke to a joint 
meeting of all Junior and Senior 
Engineering students in the engin- 
eering auditorium on Nov. .8. 
SERVICES TO BE 
(Continued   from   page   1) 
Names  added  to    the    roll    of 
honor since last year are: 
W. M. Able, Saluda; D. L. Alex- 
ander, Aiken; D. S. Altman, Mul- 
iins; R. L. Anderson, Lake City; 
J. A. Angel, Asheville, N. C.; J. F. 
Ashford, Georgetown; J. P. Ba- 
dia, Puerto Rico; R. H. Bernard, 
Jr., Orlando, Fla.; S. 0. Beard, 
Langley; E. F. Bennett, Jr., Holly 
Hill; W. Bennett, Orangeburg; 
•J. S. Bowen, McCormick; P. K. 
Bowman, Jr., Dalzell; H. J. Bra- 
cey, Columbia, and K. S. Brea- 
zeale, Clemson. 
Also S. B. Bridges, Jr., Cliffside, 
N. C.; J. D. Britton, Jr., Kingstree; 
A. R. Branyon, St. Andrews, Fla.: 
C. A. Brown, Starr; A. Brown, Jr., 
Walhalla; J. H. Brown, Liberty; 
R. G. Campbell, Greenwood; W. 
F. Campbell, Anderson; T. C. Car- 
gill', Columbia; J. C. Carlysle, 
Newberry; J. W. Cathcart, Winns- 
boro; W. O. Chandler, Spartan- 
burg; A. D. Chapman, Liberty; H. 
E. Cochran, Donalds; H. H. Coch- 
ran, Charleston, and C. E. Cole- 
man, Charlotte. 
Also F. H. Coleman, Laurens; J. 
F. Coleman, Abbeville; J. S. Col- 
vin, Chester; I. K. Connell, Cam- 
den; C. H. Coller, Ridgeland; H. C. 
Copeland, Newport News, Va.; u. 
R. Cox, Russellville; W. H. Creigh- 
ton, Jr.,.North Augusta, Ga.; Mar- 
tin Crook, Jr., Spartanburg; W. S. 
holographs Given 
Architecture Dept, 
MISS MARY KATHEUINE 
LITTLE.IOHN has presented to 
Dr. R. F. Poole a group of forty 
photographs of buildings, cathe- 
drals, statues, and other histori- 
cal land marks in the city of Paris 
for use in the Clemson College 
School of Architecture. 
Crosland, Bennettsville; W. A. Dal- 
ton, Asheville, N. C.; T. E. Davis, 
Newberry; W. 0. Dillard, Six Mile; 
0. G. Dorn, Jr., Sumter, and F. S. 
DuBose, Camden. 
Also B. L. Duncan, Orangeburg; 
A. C. Dudley, Mullins; C- F. Dun- 
ham, Jr., Anderson; D. C. Eaddy, 
Jr., Branchville; H. G. Easterling, 
Florence; J. G. Ellis, Greenwood; 
R. C. Elliott, Columbia; W. R. 
English', Columbia; R. O. Entz- 
minger, Hartsville; H. H. Fellers, 
Prosperity; R. C. Fellers, Prospe- 
rity;  J.  T.   Ford,  Baltimore,  Md.; 
B. H. Forrest, Saluda; J. H. Frank- 
lin, jr, Morristown, Tenn., and W. 
W. Gardiner, Florence. 
Also J. L. Gaskins, Timmons- 
ville; J. F. Gibson, Centenary; J. J. 
Graham, Walhalla; D. J. Cray, 
Ware Shoals; C. B. Griffin, Bei- 
ton; R. C. Griffin, Anderson; B. 
W. Harrison, Jr., Marion, N. C; 
W. J. Hatley, Albermarle,, N..C.; 
J. K. Hawkins, Greenwood; G.. A. 
Hendley, Spartanburg; J. J- Hes- 
ter, Jr., Troy; J. F. Hill, Edncy- 
ville,  N.  C; J.  D. Hodge,  Alcolu; 
C. K. Hillingsworth, Troy; C. C. 
Horton, Jr., Pendleton. 
Also J. C. Hubbard, Jr., Ben- 
nettsville; E. D. Hunter. Jr., Edis- 
to Island; Joseph Immerman, 
Fairlawn, N. Y.; M. I. Jenkins, 
Conges Island; W. L. Jenkins, Jr., 
Rock Hill; A. C. Johnson, Spar- 
tanburg; D. S. Jones, Anderson; 
F. M. Jones, Lake City; W.'P. Ka- 
j vanagh,    Annapolis,    Md.,    A.    O. 
CLEMSON MEN: 
We invite you to make your headquarters here while in 
Anderson 
ANDERSON'S FINEST 
John C, Calhoun Hotel 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
tivities. He has long been an of- 
ficer of the Episcopal Church; he 
was a public school trustee, and 
has been secretary and treasurer 
of the Old Stone Church Commis- 
sion for .many years. At present 
he is chairman of the South Caro- 
lina Historical Commission, in 
which capacity he has served be- 
fore. 
Mr. Holmes and his wife, Mrs. 
Lila Spcer Holmes, were largely 
instrumental in beginning the 
restoration of Fort Hill, the 
Clcmson-Calhoun home on the 
campus, which restoration was 
the carrying out of one of the 
terms of Mr. Clemson's wilL' 
This work, begun by the Holmes' 
has been carried on by the South 
Carolina U. D. C, and Fort Hill 
is now a showplace in the state. 
WRITER 
In 1937, Mr. Holmes completed 
a life of Thomas Green Clemson, 
with Dr. George Sherrill of the 
University of South Carolina. Pub- 
lished by Garrett and Massie, of 
Richmond, it is now in its second 
printing, and is an authoritative 
compilation of little-known facts. 
about the life and times of John 
C. Calhoun's distinguished son-in- 
aw, whose dream and ambition 
brought Clemson College into be- 
ing. The Clemson Alumni Corpor- 
ation now owns the publishing 
rights and receive the royalties 
from sale of the book. 
Mr.  Holmes says he has gained 
much from  his    long    association 
with young men at Clemson.    He 
prefers, he says, to teach the soc- 
ial development of South Carolina. 
He is a gardener and a home-lov- 
er and a Southern Gentleman. 
For his near forty years' ser- 
vice to Clemson    and    Clemson 
men, we salute Professor Alester 
Garden Holmes. 
Capl. Brown Is 
Added To Staff 
COLONEL W. A. CUNNINGHAM, 
Commandant, has announced the 
addition of Captain Paul J. Brown, 
IE '36, to the Military Department 
as a staff officer. Capt. Brown 
has previously served oh the JConi- 
mandant's Staff at. . Clchisori"'"as 
Adjutant. ; ' 
At the present time. he is sta- 
tioned at Fort Bliss, Texas. He is 
the nephew of Mr. A. H. Brown 
of the Treasurer's Office. 
Kemp, Trenton; T. F. Kendrick, 
Laurens;   A.   F.   King,   Columbia; 
E. M. Kirven, Darlington, and W. 
I. Lawrence, Sumter. 
Many   On   List 
Also L. E. Lanford, Woodruff; 
J. B. Lawson, Jr., Sandy Springs; 
L. B. Lawter, Spartanburg; H.'M. 
Laye, Seneca; J. L. Lea, Norfolk, 
Va.; H. D. Letiner, Greenwood; E, 
P. Lee, Jr., Anderson; J. L. Loftis, 
Greenville; M. M. Lotz, Jr., Sum- 
meiville; W. T. McCoy, Camden; 
J. D. McArthur, Jr., Anderson; R. 
B. McDavid, Pelzer; G. McGregor, 
Jr., Greenville; J. C. McKnight, 
Elkin, N. G; D. P. McLaurin, Che- 
raw; J. F. McNeil, Conway; Hugh 
D. McPherson, Jr., Dillon, and 
H. Major, Jr., Anderson. 
Also W. R. Marsh, Camden; D. 
T. Mathis, Jr., Augusta, Ga.; L. L. 
Miller, Dillon; F. D. Mitchell, Sen- 
eca;   R.  Mixon,  Jr., Yemassee;   0. 
F. Morgan, Laurens; H. G. Muld- 
row, Bishopville; J, E. Muldrow, 
Bishopville; R. T. Osteen, Jr., 
Greenville; J. W. .Padget, Saluda; 
D. F. Pearce, Jr., Greenville; R. L. 
Peaison, Sylva, N. C; J. C. Pratt, 
Ninety Six; C. H. Rhody, Starr; 
J. H. Richardson, Georgetown; T. 
B. Rickenbaker, Summerton; A. 
Rion, Columbia; R. W. Robinson, 
Anderson; P. G. Rogers, Bennets- 
ville, and I. M. Rosenburg, Swains- 
boro, Ga. 
Also E. W. Rowe, Jr., Bennets- 
ville; J. E. Rowland, Hamer; W. D. 
Rowland, Alpine, Tex.; J. A. Sal- 
ter, Atlanta, Ga.; E. P. Sanders, 
Jr., Columbia; H. S, Sanders, Rit- 
ter; H. K. Segars, Hartsville; A. 
R. Sellers, Central; W. B. Sharpe, 
Orongeburg; C. C. Shirmer, Char- 
leston; A.' T. Simpson, Blaney; L. 
B. Smith, Jr., Aiken; L. G. Smith, 
Jr., Kannapolis; H. G. Stone, Jr., 
Florence; L, D. Suggs, Loris; H. 
Taber, Spartanburg, Richard E. 
TowjtBeiid,/ Florence, and J. M. 
Thomas, Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 
Also R. C. Thomas, Lamar; V. 
Tulla, Porto Rica; C. A. Turner, 
Fort Mill; R. D. Van Allen, Savan- 
nah, Ga.; H. C. Vought, Green- 
ville; M. B. Watson, Jr., Green- 
ville; H. G. Way, Summerton; G. 
R. Webb, Jr., Saluda; G. II. Web- 
ber, Spartanburg; M. C. Wiggins, 
Little Rock; F- B. Williams, Cam- 
den; F. L. Williams, Spartanburg; 
H. M. Wilson, Sumter; Jt S. Wine- 
brenner, Mountville; G. L. Wise, 
Jr., Newberry; R. F. Wright, 
Athens, Ga.; and H. H. Young, 
Fairfax, Lt. Geo. Joseph . .1' , 
Claude S. Lawson. Jr.- i1 Bob 
Rutledee  La ' son. 
SECT.  ANDERSON  VISITS 
(Continued from page 1) 
Tennessee Valley Authority, J. W. 
Duggan, governor of the Farm 
Credit Administration. 
,W. ,W. Bradley, president of the 
Clemson board of trustees; Christie 
Bertefc, state victory bond chair- 
njjan; J. Morrison Futcn, state 
budget comihission; J. Edgar 
Brown, president of the Statt Sen- 
ate; Representative Butlev B. 
Hare, MC; Representative Joseph 
R. Bryson, MC; J. Roy Jones, .state 
commissioner of agriculture; Rep- 
resentative J: J. Riley, MC; Rep- 
resentative L. Mendell Rivers, 
MC; Judge J. Strom Thurmond, 
Tom B. Pearce, and the Board of 
Trustees. 
ADVANCED R. 0. T. C. 
(Continued from page 1) 
During- the next semester, both 
the basic and advanced courses will 
be taught. The third year stu- 
dents will . pursue the course 
"Branch Immaterial." This will 
enable them to wait until their 
senior year to elect whether or not 11 
they will complete their last term 
in Infantry, Signal Corps, or Air 
Corps. 
The members of the advanced 
course will be paid sixty-five cents 
per day, which is equivalent to the 
commutation ration. They will be 
furnished officers' uniforms, and 
will receive regular pay during the 
six weeks spent at the summer 
camp between the third and fourth 
years. Upon graduation, they will 
be commissioned Second Lieuten- 
ants in the Officers Reserve Corps. 
DANCE AND FOOTBALL 
(Continued from page 1) 
State Highway  Commissioner and 
1916    Clemson    civil    engineering 
graduate. 
The Board of Directors will also 
elect new trustees to the Clemson 
Foundation, an organization which 
has as its main ' objectives the 
raising of funds to insure the edu- 
cation of sons and daughters of 
former Clemson students who were 
incapacitated in the service of their 
country. Mr. Cecil Reid of Fred- 
ericksburg, Va., is the president 
of the Foundation. 
Dance To Be Held 
The Clemson Central Dance As- 
sociation will present its annual 
Autumn Ball dance series at the 
Field House Friday and Saturday. 
CD A President W. C. McElreath 
says ihat all graduates, former 
students, and friends are cordially 
invited to these dances. 
